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Ryanair again expands its list of route suspensions until March 2018
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If you&rsquo;re one of those potential Ryanair customers who welcomed the airlines
scheduled opening of service into Lviv &ndash; and were then disappointed with its almost
immediate cancellation, please step to the rear of the line &ndash; right behind the several
hundred thousand people who saw their already scheduled flights disappear. Warning: The
line to lodge complaints is long and may get very unruly.

By Rebecca Smith for City A.M., Sep 27, 2017   Ryanair announced today that 34 routes will be
suspended from November through to March 2018 as it seeks to bring an end to its flight cancellation
troubles.   The decision means routes including London Gatwick to Belfast, and London Stansted to
Edinburgh and Glasgow have been suspended, with up to 18,000 flights and 400,000 more people
affected.   The airline said it will slow growth to curb the risk of having to announce more
cancellations by flying 25 fewer aircraft and reducing its flying schedule.   The 34 suspended 
Ryanair routes from November to March 2018:  
1. Bucharest - Palermo 18. Sofia - Castellon  
2. Chania - Athens 19. Sofia - Memmingen 
3. Chania - Pafos 20. Sofia - Pisa 
4. Cologne - Berlin 21. Sofia - Stockholm 
5. Chania - Thessaloniki 22. Sofia - Venice 
6. Edinburgh - Szczecin 23. Thessaloniki - Bratislava 
7. Glasgow - Las Palmas 24. Thessaloniki - Paris 
8. Hamburg - Edinburgh 25. Thessaloniki - Warsaw 
9. Hamburg - Katowice 26. Trapani - Baden Baden 
10. Hamburg - Oslo 27. Trapani - Frankfurt 
11. Hamburg - Thessaloniki 28. Trapani - Genoa 
12. Hamburg - Venice 29. Trapani - Krakow 
13. London Gatwick - Belfast 30. Trapani - Parma 
14. London Stansted - Edinburgh 31. Trapani - Rome 
15. London Stansted - Glasgow 32. Trapani - Trieste 
16. Newcastle - Faro 33. Wroclaw - Warsaw 
17. Newcastle - Gdansk 34. Gdansk - Warsaw   Ryanair boss Michael O'Leary said:   We sincerely
apologise to those customers who have been affected by last week&rsquo;s flight cancellations, or
these sensible schedule changes announced today.   While over 99 per cent of our 129m customers
will not have been affected by any cancellations or disruptions, we deeply regret any doubt we
caused existing customers last week about Ryanair&rsquo;s reliability, or the risk of further
cancellations.   [&hellip;] http://www.cityam.com/272805/ryanair- ... tes-until-next-year-heres
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